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ed directional self-transportation
of low surface tension liquids: a review

Mohammad Soltani and Kevin Golovin *

Inspired by natural surfaces such as butterfly wings, cactus leaves, or the Nepenthes alata plant, synthetic

materials may be engineered to directionally transport liquids on their surface without external energy

input. This advantageous feature has been adopted for various mechanical and chemical processes, e.g.

fog harvesting, lubrication, lossless chemical reactions, etc. Many studies have focused on the

manipulation and transport of water or aqueous droplets, but significantly fewer have extended their

work to low surface tension (LST) liquids, although these fluids are involved in numerous industrial and

everyday processes. LST liquids completely wet most surfaces which makes spontaneous transportation

an active challenge. This review focuses on recently developed strategies for passively and directionally

transporting LST liquids.
1 Introduction

The ability to directionally transport liquid droplets has natu-
rally developed in several instances. For example, desert beetles,
spider silk, and cactus stems are all capable of collecting water
from humid air.1–7 Due to recent advances in micro/
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nanofabrication methods, scientists have developed bio-
inspired surface structures that also achieve directional liquid
transportation. These surfaces have shown promise in various
elds, such as micro-uidics, oil–water separation, thin-lm
lubrication, and heat management.8–15 The transportation of
water droplets on these engineered surfaces is well studied,
both experimentally and theoretically.16–22 Considerably fewer
studies have demonstrated directional transportation of Low
Surface Tension (LST) liquids. Here we review surfaces that
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utilize physical texture gradients to uniquely enable the direc-
tional transportation of LST liquids.

A droplet deposited on a solid surface creates a solid/liquid/
vapor contact line as a result of an equilibrium between interfa-
cial tensions. In the absence of any anisotropy, the droplet will
move/expand equally in all directions in response to external
pressure. Wetting is caused by a capillary force, which scales with
the product of surface tension and a characteristic length.
Accordingly, wetting may be manipulated by a gradient in either
the surface tension or the characteristic physical length. A surface
tension gradient may be induced by intrinsic surface chemistry
variation23–27 or by external stimuli such as an electric eld, light,
temperature, vibration, or a magnetic eld.28–35 In comparison,
engineered surfaces exhibiting anisotropic surface texture are
benecial for power-free, spontaneous liquid transportation.

As LST liquids generally spread on most surface chemistries,
rather than forming droplets, achieving a chemical wettability
gradient for the wetting driving force is difficult. However,
droplet formation (non-zero contact angles) can occur in the
case of underwater deposition, on very low surface energy
materials, and on specially engineered rough surfaces. There-
fore, this review mainly discusses surfaces with textural
anisotropy, although the limited studies utilizing a chemical
gradient are also discussed.
2 Theoretical analysis
2.1 Smooth surfaces

When a liquid droplet is deposited on a chemically homoge-
nous and smooth surface, the equilibrium balance in the
interfacial plane at a point along the contact line is,

gSV � gSL � gLV cos qE ¼ 0 (1)

where qE is the equilibrium contact angle and g is the surface
energy, where the subscripts S, L, and V denote the solid, liquid,
and vapor phases, respectively. When the droplet is in motion,
the dynamic contact angle, qD, may be dened at the liquid
wedge (Fig. 1) which arises from the force balance,

F(qD) ¼ gSV � gSL � gLV cos qD (2)

Here F(qD) is the driving force acting on the moving droplet.
Fig. 2 The velocity distribution of a spreading droplet in the imme-
diate vicinity of the triple contact line. Here the lubrication approxi-
mation is assumed, i.e. tan q z q.
2.2 Imperfect surfaces

Fabricating surfaces that solely exhibit qE is extremely chal-
lenging. For real engineering surfaces, a range of droplet
Fig. 1 Droplets in motion under non-equilibrium conditions. (a) F > 0, (
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contact angles may be observed. The equilibrium contact angle
will fall in-between the receding, qR, and advancing, qA, contact
angles. The difference between these angles is termed contact
angle hysteresis, which arises from surface roughness, chemical
heterogeneities, surface deformation, liquid adsorption and
retention, molecular rearrangement on wetting, and/or vapor
undersaturation (such as in the typical case of droplets in air).36

Associated with the work necessary to wet the surface, the
barrier of contact angle hysteresis against droplet motion is
expressed as, FH ¼ gLVw(cos qR � cos qA), where w is the droplet
base width in the direction perpendicular to motion.37

Depending on the surface chemistry and roughness, droplets
may move by sliding, rolling, or a combination of these mech-
anisms.38 In every case, the driving force must overcome the
contact angle hysteresis for droplet motion to occur.

For a moving droplet, energy may be dissipated either in the
immediate vicinity of the triple contact line (microscale) or
within the bulk liquid volume as viscous ow (macroscale). In
general, both contribute to resisting droplet motion but
depending on the characteristics of the solid/liquid interface,
one term may be dominant.

The relation between droplet velocity and the force experi-
enced may be obtained by integrating the viscous stresses along
the droplet interface.39 Assuming the small angle case where the
lubrication approximation remains valid, i.e. tan q z q, Fig. 2
shows the velocity distribution, v(z), at the wedge border of
a spreading liquid which is set to 0 near the solid surface and
1.5V at z¼ qx. Here, V is the velocity averaged over the thickness
of the wedge, x is distance from three-phase contact line, and qx
is the local thickness of the liquid. Note that the upper surface
has higher velocity than the moving contact line. As demon-
strated in experimental studies,40 a marked point at the upper
b) F < 0.

This journal is © The Royal Society of Chemistry 2020
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surface moves faster than the contact line, quite similar to the
motion of treads on a tank. The velocity gradient is given by,

dvðzÞ
dz

¼ V

qx
(3)

With uid viscosity denoted by h, the energy dissipated by
viscous effects is generally expressed (per unit length of the
contact line and over the liquid thickness of Z ¼ qx),

Edissipation ¼
ðN
0

dx

ðZ
0

h

�
dv

dz

�2

dz (4)

Substituting (3) into (4) and truncating the upper and lower
limits of the integral as x ¼ L (the droplet size) and x ¼ a (the
molecular size), respectively, yields,39

Edissipation ¼ 3hV 2l

q
(5)

where l is a logarithmic factor that compares L and a. By
equating Edissipation ¼ FV, the force is then related to the velocity
as,

V ¼ F
q

3hl
(6)

The rst experimental data produced by Hoffman41 showed
that the dimensionless coefficient l is of the order �15 on a dry
surface, but is reduced to �5 if the surface is prewetted by the
liquid.

According to eqn (6), if the viscous dissipation is dominant,
the droplet velocity follows V � Fq/hl. In contrast, when dissi-
pation mostly occurs along the contact line, q is given by
Tanner's Law q � (lhV/g)1/3 (ref. 42) and subsequently,

V � F 3=2

hlgLV
1=2

(7)

The total resistance to droplet motion is the sum of contact
line and viscous dissipation, but the extent to which each
contributes may be found using the above velocity–force rela-
tions, eqn (6) and (7). Note that the resistance due to viscous
forces is negligible at the onset of the motion (V z 0).

Considering the above mechanics, two strategies have been
developed for transporting LST liquid droplets which we
designate as spread and slip. The difference between these
strategies can be explained by the dynamics of the contact line
during transportation. During spreading the contact line
advances along the surface while the wetted surface under-
neath the droplet remains wet. In contrast, slip is character-
ized by receding of the contact line at the trailing end of the
droplet.
3 Spread

In this section, we review the different approaches that enable
the guided transportation of LST liquids through spreading in
a preferential direction. As LST liquids usually recede at low
This journal is © The Royal Society of Chemistry 2020
contact angles on smooth surfaces, increased roughness leads
to even lower receding contact angles according to the Wenzel
model,43 making slip difficult. For example, if a LST liquid
droplet exhibits an equilibrium contact angle of qE ¼ 30� on
a smooth surface, the droplet will not recede if the surface area
is increased by only 15.5%. Hence, the majority of studies
investigating LST liquids transport rely on the spread-mode of
transportation.
3.1 Planar, curvature-driven spreading

A curved liquid interface experiences a pressure difference
known as the Laplace pressure, which is dened as Dp¼ gLV(1/
r1 + 1/r2), where r1 and r2 are the principal radii of curvature of
the interface. This pressure decreases with the radius of
curvature which can cause droplets to deform or wet addi-
tional surface area to alleviate the pressure. Numerous studies
have exploited a Laplace pressure difference as the driving
force for directional LST liquid transportation. The general
strategy has been to create surfaces with a pattern exhibiting
extreme wettability contrast, such that the liquid is conned in
the more wettable channels surrounded by a repellent back-
ground. The challenge with LST liquids is to obtain this
background, as LST liquids are naturally wetting to all surface
chemistries. An underwater wettability contrast is one way to
achieve such a contrast.

Wettability underwater can be signicantly different than in
air. When a superhydrophobic surface (contact angle with water
greater than 150� and low hysteresis) with superhydrophilic
(complete spread of water) pattern is immersed in water, water
spreads and lls only the superhydrophilic pattern. Aer
underwater deposition of a LST liquid droplet, the air trapped
within the superhydrophobic pores is replaced by the LST
liquid, i.e. underwater oleophilicity (having a strong affinity for
oils). On the other hand, the trapped water in the hydrophilic
regions prevents the penetration of the LST liquid, i.e. extreme
underwater oleophobicity (repellent to oils). The modied
contact angle for this new composition of solid/water/oil inter-
face can be described as,44

cos qow ¼ gog cos qog � gwg cos qwg

gow

(8)

where qow is the contact angle of oil on a surface underwater,
and gog, gwg, gow are the surface tension of the oil/gas, water/
gas, and oil/water interfaces, respectively.

Using a wedge-shaped wettability pattern, Huang et al.45

studied the underwater transportation of LST liquids.
Aluminum substrates were chemically etched, followed by
stearic acid modication. Masked cold plasma treatment was
used to create the wettable patterns. As shown in Fig. 3a, aer
the deposition of a dichloromethane droplet, its motion was
characterized by either a fast-moving front edge or a slow-
moving bulge. On the presuffued oleophilic channel, the front
edge was driven by surface tension and hemiwicking, whereas
the trailing bulge was driven by the Laplace pressure difference
generated by the track geometry. As the liquid advanced along
the channel, the bulge merged with the lm ahead until the
RSC Adv., 2020, 10, 40569–40581 | 40571



Fig. 3 (a) Snapshots of dichloromethane transportation on a horizontal wedge-shaped pattern underwater. (b) The velocity vs. distance along
the channel. Phase I and Phase II represent the channel width narrower and wider than the capillary length, respectively. (c) The travel distance
with time at a wedge angle of 4� for liquids with different surface tension/viscosity. Reprinted with permission from ref. 45. Copyright (2016)
American Chemical Society. (d) Schematic of oil transportation subjected to a Laplace pressure difference between two wetted dots connected
through a channel. Reprinted with permission from ref. 48. Copyright (2018) American Chemical Society. (e) The dynamics of n-hexane
underwater transportation between two reservoirs considering buoyancy and, (f) schematic of the 3D designed pathway for oil transportation
between two flexible channels. Reprinted with permission from ref. 49. Copyright (2020) American Chemical Society.
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Laplace pressure difference was insufficient to induce motion.
The net Laplace pressure difference in the liquid bulge can be
estimated by,46

Dp � gow

rðxÞz 4gow

½sin qðxÞ�
aþ 2x tan

a

2

(9)

where r(x) ¼ w(x)/2 sin q(x) is the local curvature of the liquid
along the channel direction x, w(x) is the local channel width
where w(0) ¼ a, and a is the wedge angle. Due to the complex
variation of q(x) along the channel, the authors used an exper-
imental method to obtain the theoretical relation for liquid
travel distance, velocity, and acceleration. Analogous to the
Washburn equation,47 the following was proposed as the rela-
tion between time t, wedge angle, and travel distance,

xða; tÞ ¼
ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
gLVD=4h

p
aa1 ta2 (10)

where a1, a2, and D are constants. The authors found the
following empirical constants using the experimental results
with dichloromethane as the operative liquid,

xða; tÞ ¼ 1:556a0:171t0:430 (11)

For wedge angles of a¼ 1�, 3�, 5�, and 7�, the above equation
was consistent with the Washburn relation.

It was observed that the moving liquid experienced two
phases of transportation velocity, which were related to the
capillary length, k�1 ¼ (g/rg)1/2, where r and g are the liquid
density and gravitational acceleration, respectively. For
a channel width smaller than the capillary length, the velocity
was larger in comparison to channels wider than k�1 (phases I
40572 | RSC Adv., 2020, 10, 40569–40581
and II of Fig. 3b). To investigate the effect of surface tension g

and viscosity h on droplet transportation, the experiment was
repeated using a variety of LST liquids including paraffin oil,
hexane, peanut oil, dichloromethane, and diesel oil (surface
tensions in the range of 18–35.5 mN m�1). According to the
results (Fig. 3c), higher values of m ¼ (g/h)1/2 corresponded to
a larger liquid travel distance.

Yang et al.48 used an alternate fabrication method to perform
a more quantitative study on the subject. They used the ink-
masked oxidization of copper foils to pattern two smooth dot
reservoirs connected by a smooth channel. When dichloro-
methane droplets were deposited underwater on the smooth
reservoir, the triple contact line was conned to the boundary of
the reservoir until it reached the advancing contact angle of the
outer oleophobic (contact angle �125� with oil) substrate. As
the diameter of the reservoirs were different, the Laplace pres-
sure gradient drove the droplet with a higher radius of curvature
along the channel until the two reservoirs were in dynamic
equilibrium (Fig. 3d). This pressure-induced driving force can
be described as,48

Dp ¼ 2gowC ¼ 4Hgow

r2 þH2
(12)

where C is the droplet curvature, H is the height of the under-
water droplet, and r is the radius of the reservoir. Different
channel dimensions and two different liquids were investi-
gated. The dimensions of the channel played a critical role in
transportation dynamics. The resistance of the open connecting
channel may be approximated as, Rc ¼ 3hL/wh3, where L is the
length of the channel, w is the width, and h is the liquid level
height.50 For instance, the ow rate of hexadecane on
This journal is © The Royal Society of Chemistry 2020
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a L ¼ 3 mm channel matched the ow rate of dichloromethane
on a L ¼ 12 mm channel (hexadecane is 8.5 times more viscous
than dichloromethane).

A broad range of LST liquids are less dense than water, so
underwater transportation of these liquids can be challenging
due to buoyancy. In a recent study, Upadhyay et al.49 used
a vapor-based etching method to create a similar dots-channel
pattern on a copper surface. Underwater, certain volumes of
n-hexane were repeatedly injected into the source reservoir, and
the droplet transport to the destination reservoir was governed
by the Laplace pressure difference between the two reservoirs
(Fig. 3e). Aer reaching a critical volume, the droplet split from
the destination reservoir due to buoyancy. The changes in
volume and contact angle at the reservoirs were measured to
quantify the effect of buoyancy on the transportation dynamics.
The increase in the volume of the destination droplet led to an
increase in the buoyancy force, which in turn enhanced the ow
from the source to the reservoir.

The use of copper tape rather than a rigid substrate made it
possible to fabricate exible patterned surfaces, which
potentially enables new applications for 3D liquid trans-
portation. As an example, the authors used two arc-shaped
channels (see Fig. 3f) where the source and destination
reservoir of channel-1 faced the destination and source
reservoir of channel-2. Driven by buoyancy and the pressure
difference, a droplet injected on the channel-1 source reservoir
moved to the destination reservoir. The droplet then touched
the source reservoir of channel-2, which similarly directed the
liquid to the destination reservoir. More complex designs can
be envisaged to transport LST liquid droplets along a pre-
determined path underwater.
3.2 Conical structures

Conical structures have also shown the capability to direction-
ally transport liquids.51–56 As shown in Fig. 4a, the increasing
radius along the axis serves as the gradient in the characteristic
length of these structures. The difference in the radii of curva-
ture generates a Laplace pressure difference. Hence, a droplet
deposited on a conical structure tends to move away from the
tip to the regions of lower curvature. The pressure gradient
along the axis is given by,57

dP

dz
|
U
¼ � 2g

ðrþ hÞ2
dr

dz
þ dh

dz
|
U

(13)
Fig. 4 (a) The shape of a droplet on a conical fiber. (b) The velocity of di
fiber. Reprinted with permission from ref. 57. Copyright (2004) Cambrid

This journal is © The Royal Society of Chemistry 2020
where U is the droplet volume, r is the local mean radius of the
cone and h is the maximal thickness of the droplet.

Spontaneous droplet motion on a conical ber was studied
by Quere et al.57 They deposited various droplet volumes (0.2–1
mm3) of silicone oil with a viscosity range of 5–100 mPa s on
a conical copper ber. The bers were prewetted to prevent
a change in droplet volume. The measured velocity was shown
to decrease at larger radii and increase with droplet volume
(Fig. 4b). The authors derived the following scaling law to
predict the velocity of a moving droplet on a horizontal conical
ber,

V � g

hl

�
h� r

L

��
U

r3

�
a (14)

where L is the wetted length, a is the semi-angle of the ber, and
l is the same logarithmic factor dened in eqn (5). The gener-
ated force decreases as r�2 and at the same time, the friction
resistance increases with the radius, which explains why the
transportation velocity was sharply affected by the radius of the
ber.

In a recent study, Hu et al.58 comparatively investigated
underwater directional transportation of 1,2-dichloroethane
droplets on tapered structures exhibiting different surface
curvatures. For dry and wet superhydrophobic conical bers,
the transport velocities of 0.6 mm s�1 and 5 mm s�1 were re-
ported, respectively. In comparison to conical bers, the
developed trigonal pyramid with concave curved surfaces
exhibited an alternate transport strategy and higher velocity, up
to 32.9 mm s�1. The faster transportation was attributed to the
increased length covered by the liquid and the convex shape of
the advancing meniscus on the curved surfaces, which is typi-
cally concave when spreading on conical bers.

3.3 Bio-mimetic wedge corner structures

The Nepenthes alata plant can spread water from the inner side
to the outer side of its peristome. The underlying mechanism
was rst revealed by Chen et al. in 2016.59 Their multiscale
structure can be described as two-order hierarchical micro-
grooves with distributed microcavities along the second-order
grooves. The arc-shape structure of the microcavities
enhances capillary rise in the direction of liquid transportation,
while contact line pinning at the microcavity's sharp edge
prevents spreading in the reverse direction (Fig. 5a).60–63 This
enhanced capillary effect can be explained by a capillary rise at
the corner formed by two vertical plates making a small angle
fferent volumes of silicone oil droplets (h ¼ 5 mPa s) along the conical
ge University Press.

RSC Adv., 2020, 10, 40569–40581 | 40573



Fig. 5 (a) 3D illustration of the directional liquid transportation on the peristome of a pitcher plant. Reprinted with permission from ref. 71.
Copyright (2018) American Chemical Society. (b) Capillary rise at the corner formed by two vertical plates with wedge angles of a1 at the bottom
and a2 at the top. (c1) Structure of a bio-inspired, unidirectional liquid spreading surface and, (c2) cross section view (indicated by line A–A). (d)
Unidirectional spreading of LST liquids including ethanol and silicon oil with viscosities of 50, 100, and 350 mm2 s�1. Reprinted with permission
from ref. 6. Copyright (2017) Royal Society of Chemistry. (e) SEM image of a single V-shaped post where s, w, d, and D indicate the inlet width of
the side channel, the inlet width of the cavity, the length of the cavity, and the length of the V-shaped post, respectively. The transportation
performance of the designed structure is demonstrated by (f) optical images of time-dependent unidirectional transport of a �5 mL paraffin oil
droplet. Reprinted with permission from ref. 72. Copyright (2020) American Chemical Society. (g) Unidirectional transportation of both viscous
and non-viscous liquids was achieved, as shown by (h) time sequences of the directional transportation distance. The slope of the curve indicates
the flow velocity which increases with increasing surface energy, decreasing liquid surface tension, and decreasing liquid viscosity. Reprinted
with permission from ref. 73. Copyright (2016) WILEY-VCH Verlag GmbH & Co. KGaA, Weinheim.
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(Fig. 5b). For an innitesimal difference between bottom
opening angle, a1, and top opening angle, a2, the capillary
height rise H(x) may be expressed as,64,65
40574 | RSC Adv., 2020, 10, 40569–40581
HðxÞ ¼ 2gLV cos q

rgxa1

þ a1 � a2

a1h

4gLV
2 cos q2

r2g2x2a1
2

þ. (15)
This journal is © The Royal Society of Chemistry 2020
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where h is the height of the intersecting plates. The experiments
conrmed that in a gradient wedge (a1 s a2), the capillary rise
will be higher than the case of a xed wedge angle.59,61 Experi-
mental and numerical studies have characterized the direc-
tional transportation of these unique structures in terms of
surface wettability, as well as the viscosity and surface tension of
the liquid.66–70 In 2017, Chen et al.6 also fabricated bio-inspired
unidirectional liquid spreading surfaces using inclined UV
exposure of SU-8 photoresist. Various arc-curvatures and wedge
angles were fabricated to investigate the effect of structural
features on the spread mechanism (Fig. 5c). The experiments
indicated that a larger arc edge curvature and smaller wedge
angle (b) of the microcavities leads to stronger directional liquid
spreading. The fabricated surfaces were able to directionally
transport LST liquids with different viscosities (ethanol and
silicon oil with viscosities of 50, 100, and 350 mm2 s�1). For
a given volume, the maximum spread distances were similar,
but the velocity decreased with the viscosity (Fig. 5d).

Engineered surfaces that resemble the structure of the
peristome of pitcher plants involve a complex fabrication
process. Instead, Li et al.72 designed simple V-shaped posts
aligned in parallel microchannels. The sharp edges of the V-
shapes prevented backow in the pinning direction, so the
asymmetry of the V-shapes was crucial to achieving unidirec-
tional liquid transport (Fig. 5e). The designed surface was
capable of directionally spreading different lubricating oils
along the surfaces such as paraffin oil, mineral oil, PAO-4, and
silicone oil (Fig. 5f).

Li et al.73 developed an articial peristome-mimetic surface
using high-resolution stereo-lithography. The surface featured
arrayed microcavities along the axial direction with a typical
length, width, and depth of 700 mm, 250 mm, and 150 mm,
respectively (Fig. 5g). A variety of liquids with different viscosity
and surface tension were tested (Fig. 5h), and unidirectional
transportation for liquids with surface tension as low as 9.5 mN
m�1 (FC-72) was achieved.

4 Slip
4.1 Re-entrant micropatterns

Dissimilar to spreading, during slip the trailing end of a LST
droplet recedes from the solid surface while the front wetting
line advances. As LST liquids make equilibrium contact angles
less than 90� on all smooth surfaces, increasing roughness will
not enhance the repellency of the surface according to the
Wenzel model.43 However, it has been shown that re-entrant
topography is capable of pinning the liquid/air interface,
which leads to a metastable Cassie–Baxter state.74,75 A higher
intrinsic contact angle leads to greater capillary resistance of
this composite interface.

Li et al.76 used a radial array of re-entrant structures to
generate directional oil transportation. The undercut enabled
the Cassie–Baxter state, and the surface was coated with a uo-
ropolymer to maximize the intrinsic contact angle. The radial
structure caused an increase in the solid fraction in contact with
the liquid towards the center, which induced an inward wetta-
bility gradient (Fig. 6a). The driving force arose from this
This journal is © The Royal Society of Chemistry 2020
wettability gradient and excess free energy was released as the
droplet wet the additional solid surface. Hexadecane was used
as the model LST liquid to evaluate spontaneous droplet
transportation. Depending on the structural parameters, three
modes of droplet motion were observed: toward the center,
pinned, and outward.

During pinning, the driving force was insufficient to over-
come contact angle hysteresis. Backward ow was observed
when the space between the stripes was higher than the critical
spacing necessary to support the Cassie–Baxter state, and
a wetting transition occurred, beginning from the outer areas
which then pulled the droplet outward. Based on this observa-
tion and theoretical analysis, it was inferred that directional
transportation could be optimized by reducing the angle
between the stripes or increasing the stripe width. Through
a high magnication optical microscope, it was also shown that
when the droplet approached the center area, the receding
contact line le liquid residue on the stripes—though invisible
to the naked eye. The authors reported LST liquid velocities
between 24.0–29.8 mm s�1 for their fabricated surfaces exhib-
iting different wettability gradients, and a slight increase was
reported by decreasing the liquid surface tension.

In 2019, Huang et al.77 carried out an extended investigation
on the formation mechanism of microscopic liquid residues on
similar re-entrant proles. They revealed that the liquid residue
is governed by a dynamic wetting process rather than simply the
contact angle hysteresis of the surface. Two different PFOS
(peruoro-octyltrichlorosilane) and PFPE (peruorinated poly-
ether) polymer chains were graed on the micropatterned
silicon wafer substrates. In contrast to the rigid functional
groups of peruoro-alkylsilane coatings like PFOS, PFPE poly-
mer chains are highly exible (Fig. 6b and c). The directional
liquid transportation on uncoated, PFOS-coated, and PFPE-
coated surfaces was studied using various LST liquids
including oleic acid, non-volatile 1-ethyl-3-methylimidazolium
ethyl sulfate (IL1), bis(hydroxyethyl)dimethylammonium-
methanesulfonate (IL2), low-volatility polydimethylsiloxane
(PDMS), and n-hexadecane. All the liquids le microscopic
residues on the uncoated surface. There was also considerable
mass loss of oleic acid and PDMS during transportation on the
PFOS-coated surface. In contrast, the PFPE-coated surface
effectively suppressed the formation of liquid residue for most
of the liquids (except PDMS). The PFPE-coated surface also
provided the highest transportation velocity (up to 122 mm s�1)
which was attributed to its lower contact angle hysteresis and
robust Cassie–Baxter state.
4.2 Surface tension gradient

Liquid transportation induced by anisotropy in surface tension
forces is a classical wetting phenomenon, known as the Mar-
angoni effect.79 This surface tension gradient has primarily
been achieved by variation in temperature or composition of the
liquid at the interface,29 but a chemical wettability gradient on
a solid surface has also been demonstrated to induce liquid
motion. Several studies have developed special coating
processes to obtain this wettability gradient and have
RSC Adv., 2020, 10, 40569–40581 | 40575



Fig. 6 (a) Schematic of the radial array of micropatterns for directional oil transportation.76 (b) Microscopic liquid residue left during liquid
transportation on a coatingwith low-flexibility chains and, (c) residue-free transportation of liquids using a liquid-like coating. Liquid-like refers to
the highly flexible polymer brushes where their chain segments are mobile and free to rotate at room temperature. Reprinted with permission
from ref. 77. Copyright (2019) WILEY-VCH Verlag GmbH & Co. KGaA, Weinheim. (d) Schematic of the chemical composition gradient on graphite
plates under gradiented current and oxidation time treatment. (e) Travel distance of an underwater 10 mL oil droplet (chloroform) on the
horizontal graphite surfaces with different wettable gradient, k. The scale bar is 1 mm. Reprinted with permission from ref. 78. Copyright (2017)
Royal Society of Chemistry.
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successfully reported directional transportation of water drop-
lets.13,52 The dynamics of wetting on such surfaces is highly
dependent on both the wetted area and contact angle hyster-
esis.53 Moreover, in contrast to water droplets, LST liquids are
highly wetting to most surfaces, which limits the possible range
that the wettability gradient may achieve. Additionally, the
higher contact area leads to higher contact line resistance due
to hysteresis. Hence, very few studies have demonstrated LST
liquid transportation induced by a surface energy gradient.

In a recent study, Shang et al.78 used gradients in current and
oxidation time to introduce a chemical gradient onto a graphite
40576 | RSC Adv., 2020, 10, 40569–40581
plate (Fig. 6d). The surface exhibited amodest wettable gradient
for water in air (k ¼ 2.86� mm�1), but higher values were
measured when an oil droplet was deposited on the hydrophilic
surface underwater. The authors observed a decrease in travel
distance, from 1.57 mm for k¼ 26� mm�1, to zero-motion at k¼
11� mm�1 (Fig. 6e). Here, the force that drives the oil droplet
towards the more wettable region can be expressed as F �
pgR(cos qB �cos qA), where R is the base radius of the droplet, g
is the surface tension of the oil, and qA and qB are the contact
angles at the less wettable and more wettable sides of the
droplet, respectively.80 In addition to the surface hysteresis
This journal is © The Royal Society of Chemistry 2020



Fig. 7 The velocity and maximum travel distance for different LST
liquid transportation strategies. Zone (II) indicates relatively fast droplet
transportation strategies in comparison to the ones in Zone (I). Each
method can be exploited based on the specific requirement of the
engineering application e.g. travel distance, speed, liquid properties,
durability, etc.
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force, the surface's large resistance to underwater motion
signicantly limited the travel distance. Regardless, a gradient
in surface energy has been utilized to perform a variety of tasks
for LST liquid droplets, including lossless capturing, collecting,
transferring, and sorting.81–84

Further, Movafaghi et al.85 precisely tailored surface energy
domains by UV irradiation of uorinated superomniphobic
surfaces (highly repellent to both water and LST liquids). This
allowed them to sort droplets by controlling the mobility of
droplets based on their surface tension (gLV ¼ 28.7 mN m�1 to
gLV¼ 72.1 mNm�1). Aer droplet deposition on top of the tilted
Fig. 8 (a) Snapshots of dyed water removal from awater-in-oil emulsion
49. Copyright (2020) American Chemical Society. (b) One-way valve deve
from ref. 45. Copyright (2016) American Chemical Society. (c) The pote
a reaction analysis. Reprinted with permission from ref. 77. Copyright (2

This journal is © The Royal Society of Chemistry 2020
surface, each discrete perpendicular domain allowed certain
high surface tension droplets to freely roll past the domain
while trapping other lower surface tension droplets.
5 Evaluation

Different parameters may be used to evaluate the effectiveness
of the above strategies for LST liquid transportation. The travel
distance as a function of liquid velocity for the previously dis-
cussed strategies is plotted in Fig. 7. To the best of our knowl-
edge, velocity and travel speed have not been investigated for
surface energy gradients and LST liquids.

As discussed in the ‘Theoretical Analysis’ section, a pre-
existing liquid lm on the channel reduces the viscous effects
by three times and brings the contact angle near zero as the
droplet moves on the pre-wetted substrate. Hence, the
curvature-driven motion of the droplet inside a wet channel
exhibits relatively higher velocity. The re-entrant structures also
provide a driving force for fast droplet transportation. This can
be achieved by the specically arranged micro-stripes that
induce a considerable wettability gradient over a short length,
in addition to the minimized solid–liquid contact area (Fig. 7,
Zone (II)).

The main challenge facing the directional transportation of
LST liquids using channels exhibiting a wettability contrast is
creating the oleophobic background for the patterns. While
hydrophilic surfaces in air may become oleophobic underwater,
this limits the potential of this strategy to submerged applica-
tions. Although more challenging to fabricate, re-entrant
structures have the benet of LST liquid transport in air and
exhibit relatively lossless and fast liquid transportation, at least
with certain surface chemistries.
on the wettability contrast channel. Reprinted with permission from ref.
loped on a channel for microfluidic devices. Reprinted with permission
ntial application of the developed radial re-entrant microstructures in
019) WILEY-VCH Verlag GmbH & Co. KGaA, Weinheim.
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Bio-mimetic wedge-corner structures involve a complex
fabrication process in comparison to the planar patterns but
have shown the ability to transport LST liquids with a broad
range of surface tension and viscosity, although at lower speeds
(Fig. 7, Zone (I)). The designed structure allowed the liquids to
move in one direction while remaining pinned in the reverse
direction, and this persisted for every distributed microgroove.

The LST liquid transportation performance of the conical
structures is highly dependent on the ber radius. In terms of
application, its simple 3D design can be benecial to develop
multi arrays of conical structures for a large area condenser or
to improve the heat transfer efficiency of a system.

6 Applications

LST liquids are involved in a broad range of industrial
processes, from macroscale lubrication to microscale uidic
devices.10,86–89 The surfaces developed with structural asymme-
try have demonstrated practical applications in high-resolution
printing, bio detectors, and heat transfer.90–95 In the case of an
underwater composite solid/oil/water interface, using an
oleophobic/philic pattern can serve as an oil–water separation
device.49 As shown in Fig. 8a, when an emulsion was deposited
in the reservoir, the dyed water was released into the
surrounding water, and the oil droplet remained pinned to the
oleophilic pattern. The underwater, curvature-driven surfaces
have also been used to develop a one-way valve for microuidic
devices (Fig. 8b).45 Driven by the Laplace pressure gradient,
a deposited oil droplet on the wettable channel can spread from
the narrow end to the wider part, and the pattern resists motion
in the reverse direction.

Re-entrant microstructures enable slip for the transportation
for LST liquids. This lossless transportation of liquids would be
of high value for microuidic systems, bioassays, or chemical
analysis. For example, high-accuracy analysis was demonstrated
using a radial array of micropatterns (Fig. 8c).77 The analyte
droplets spontaneously moved toward the center where the two
droplets merged, and a microscope above the setup was used to
monitor the reaction.

7 Conclusion and perspectives

Bio-mimetic surfaces have been developed to enable the
directional transportation of liquid droplets. However, LST
liquids either partially or completely wet all surface chemis-
tries which limits the functionality of these surfaces. In this
review, the developed strategies to passively transport LST
liquids are categorized in either the spread or slip mode of
transportation. In the spread mode of transportation,
a droplet spreads preferentially in one direction and is pinned
in the reverse direction, with potential applications in self-
lubrication, microuidic devices, etc. The slip mode can
potentially enable lossless transportation of LST liquids as the
contact line recedes from the trailing end of the droplet.
Droplet transportation velocity and maximum travel distance
were used to compare the performance of these strategies. The
wettability behavior of LST liquids brings up challenges that
40578 | RSC Adv., 2020, 10, 40569–40581
limit the functionality of each method; the oleophobic back-
ground for patterned channels on smooth surfaces, the
complex fabrication of wedge corner structures along with
their low transportation velocities, and the limited travel
distance for conical structure and re-entrant patterns. The
development of a versatile method that satises all the
requirements for LST liquids transportation remains an active
challenge. However, current strategies have shown promise
towards the guided transportation of LST liquids.
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